Ten Week Session

LTEC 1100 COMPUTER APPL
020 (11859) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

021 (11861) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

026 (11860) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8 DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.

LTEC 3010 PERSONAL DEVELOPM
020 (9760) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

021 (9774) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

026 (9761) CRE 3.0
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8 DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.

LTEC 3220 COMP GRAPH IN ED
020 (9803) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

026 (9804) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8 DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.
**LTEC 3260**  WEB AUTHORING

020  (9706)  CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE.  COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

026  (9736)  CRE 3.0
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.

**LTEC 3440**  INTRO INSTR TECH

020  (11857)  CRE 3.0
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE.  COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

026  (11858)  CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.

**LTEC 3530**  DATA COMMUNICATION

020  (9762)  CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE.  COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

026  (9763)  CRE 3.0
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.

**LTEC 4000**  TRAINING AND DEVELOP

020  (9788)  CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE.  COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

021  (9925)  CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE.  COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

026  (9789)  CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.

**LTEC 4040**  ORG DEV & PERF IMP
CRE 3.0020 (12316)  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.  
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

CRE 3.0026 (12609)  
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.  
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 4060 PROJ MAG & PERF IMP  
CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.  
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

LTEC 4070 LEAD EMPOWER TEAM  
CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.  
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

LTEC 4121 TECH PRESENT SKILLS  
CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.  
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.

LTEC 4130 PROF RESP & MGMT CATE

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 4140 WK-BASED LEARN IN CATE

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 4160 ADV COMPUTER APP

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

LTEC 4210 MULTIMEDIA IN ED

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.

LTEC 4230   OCC INTERN INDSRY

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 4440   ADV INSTR STRATGS

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
CRE 3.0026 (9931)  WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.

LTEC 4470  HUM REL BUS ED IN
020 (9793)  CRE 3.0
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

CRE 3.0020 (9794)  WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.

LTEC 4510  COMM BUS ED&IND
020 (9775)  CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

LTEC 4550  NETWORK SYSTEMS
020 (9776)  CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

LTEC 4560  INTERNET SVCS
020 (12617)  CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
CRE 3.0026 (12618)
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 4741 ATPI CAPSTONE
020 (9795) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
SEND EMAIL TO CI-ADVISING@UNT.EDU TO REQUEST PERMISSION TO ENROLL; INCLUDE NAME AND 8-DIGIT STUDENT ID IN EMAIL.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5020 COMPUTERS IN LTEC
020 (9911) CRE 3.0
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

LTEC 5030 FOUNDATIONS OF LTEC
020 (9913) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
026 (9914) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

080 (9842) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5040 ONLINE INSTRUCTION

020 (12178) CRE 3.0
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

026 (12179) CRE 3.0
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

080 (12180) CRE 3.0
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.

086 (12181) CRE 3.0
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.

LTEC 5100 FOUNDATIONS OF WLP

020 (9907) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026 (9908) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5111 INTRO TO VIDEO TECH
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5121 CORP TR PRESENT SKILLS
020 (9797) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5130 ROLE & RESP CATE PROF
020 (9886) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5140 DEV WK-BASED EXP
020 (9887) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5160 ADVANCED COMPUTER APPS
020 (9792) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
LTEC 5200  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026  (9816)  CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026  (9916)  CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5210  
INSTR SYST DESIGN I

020  (9834)  CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026  (9835)  CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

080  (9848)  CRE 3.0  
AOP  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

081  (13299)  CRE 3.0  
AOP  
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOPCRE 3.0086</td>
<td>WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOPCRE 3.0020</td>
<td>WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTEC 5211</td>
<td>INSTR SYS DESIGN II</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTEC 5220</td>
<td>MULTIMEDIA/TECH APPS</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOPCRE 3.0026</td>
<td>WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOPCRE 3.0080</td>
<td>WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Code</td>
<td>Course Name</td>
<td>Credits</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOPCRE 3.0086</td>
<td>WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.</td>
<td>CRE 3.0</td>
<td>THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RESTRICTED COURSE.</td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTEC 5240</td>
<td>AUTHORING SYSTEMS</td>
<td>CRE 3.0</td>
<td>WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTEC 5260</td>
<td>COMP GRAPHICS</td>
<td>CRE 3.0</td>
<td>WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTEC 5300</td>
<td>LEARNING &amp; COGNITION</td>
<td>CRE 3.0</td>
<td>WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>086</td>
<td>WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.</td>
<td>CRE 3.0</td>
<td>THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RESTRICTED COURSE.</td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LTEC 5400 LTEC TELECOMM

020 (9809) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026 (9810) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

080 (9850) CRE 3.0
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5420 WEB AUTHORING

020 (9703) CRE 3.0 AOP
CONTACT DEPARTMENT OF LEARNING TECHNOLOGY FOR MEETING LOCATION AND INTERNET PLATFORM.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026 (9798) CRE 3.0 AOP
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

080 (9852) CRE 3.0 AOP
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

086 (9853) CRE 3.0 AOP
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5440 FACILITAT STRATGS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Instruction Type</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRE 3.0020</td>
<td>(9909) WEB-BASED</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE 3.0026</td>
<td>(9910) WEB-BASED</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTEC 5450</td>
<td>INTERNET SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE 3.0020</td>
<td>(11735) WEB-BASED</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE 3.0026</td>
<td>(11736) WEB-BASED</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTEC 5460</td>
<td>NETWORKING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE 3.0020</td>
<td>(9811) WEB-BASED</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE 3.0026</td>
<td>(9812) WEB-BASED</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTEC 5510</td>
<td>TECH BASED LEARN ENVs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE 3.0020</td>
<td>(9768) AOP</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>WEB-BASED</td>
<td>THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE 3.0026</td>
<td>(9769) AOP</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>WEB-BASED</td>
<td>THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE 3.0080</td>
<td>(9866) AOP</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>WEB-BASED</td>
<td>THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY. RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AOPCRE 3.0086 (9867)  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.

LTEC 5570  ETHICS IN COMP

020 (9919) CRE 3.0  AOP
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026 (9920) CRE 3.0  AOP
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

AOPCRE 3.0026 (9920)  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

AOPCRE 3.0080 (9935)  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

AOPCRE 3.0086 (9936)  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.

LTEC 5580  READINGS IN LTEC

020 (9813) CRE 3.0  AOP
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026 (9814) CRE 3.0  AOP
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

080 (9868) CRE 3.0  AOP
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

086 (9869) CRE 3.0  AOP
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED TO STUDENTS IN THE ACCELERATED ONLINE PROGRAM ONLY.

LTEC 5610  ANLY RSCH LTEC
This is an internet course. Course enrollment is restricted and non-Texas resident students residing outside of the state are not eligible to enroll in this section. Contact the department for enrollment assistance in an appropriate section of the course if applicable. Restricted course. Approval required. Contact department.

This course is restricted. Limited to students residing out-of-state only. Contact department. Restricted course. Approval required. Contact department.

This course is restricted. Limited to students residing out-of-state only. Contact department. Web-based instruction. Restricted course. Approval required. Contact department. Restricted to students in the accelerated online program only.

L tec 5800 Studies in L tec

Course Topic: ONLINE DESIGN AND PEDAGOGY
Web-based instruction. This is an internet course. Course enrollment is restricted and non-Texas resident students residing outside of the state are not eligible to enroll in this section. Contact the department for enrollment assistance in an appropriate section of the course if applicable. Restricted course. Approval required. Contact department.

This course is restricted. Limited to students residing out-of-state only. Contact department. Web-based instruction. Restricted course. Approval required. Contact department.

This course is restricted. Limited to students residing out-of-state only. Contact department. Web-based instruction. This is an internet course. Course enrollment is restricted and non-Texas resident students residing outside of the state are not eligible to enroll in this section. Contact the department for enrollment assistance in an appropriate section of the course if applicable. Restricted to students in the accelerated online program only. Restricted course. Approval required. Contact department.

L tec 6270 L tec Fund OPPORT

Course Topic: ONLINE DESIGN AND PEDAGOGY
Web-based instruction. This course is restricted. Limited to students residing out-of-state only. Contact department. Restricted course. Approval required. Contact department. Restricted to students in the accelerated online program only.
CRE 3.0020 (9951)  WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

CRE 3.0026 (9952)  WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 6511  RESEARCH IN LTEC
020 (12201)  CRE 3.0
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

LTEC 6515  SCALING METHODS
020 (12193)  CRE 3.0
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

LTEC 6516  COMP MED DISC ANALY
020 (12197)  CRE 3.0  Warren S
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

LTEC 3220  COMP GRAPH IN ED
Three Week Session
020 (9756) CRE 3.0 Lackey K
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026 (9757) CRE 3.0 Lackey K
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 5260 COMP GRAPHICS
Lackey K
020 (9758) CRE 3.0 WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026 (9759) CRE 3.0 Lackey K
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LTEC 6240 AI IN EDUCATION
Ennis-Cole D
020 (13118) CRE 3.0 WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026 (13119) CRE 3.0 Ennis-Cole D
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.

LTEC 6270 LTEC FUND OPPORT
Tyler-Wood T
020 (13116) CRE 3.0 WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

026 (13117) CRE 3.0 Tyler-Wood T
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.